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Mia is known for her sometimes shy and down-to-earth personality, though on occasion Mia shows herself to
be quite sarcastic and sly. Mia also speaks to her self described flat chest, 5-foot-9 height,
upside-down-triangle-shaped hair, and extremely large feet. She also has a tendency to over-analyze things
and worry too much. Mia develops an interest for writing during the series. Later in the series, Mia writes her
own novel called Ransom My Heart , though she composes many poems, lists, and even screenplays
throughout her years of writing in her diary. Mia, having been raised almost exclusively by her very liberal
and feminist painter mother, is very socially conscientious; She is a vegetarian and also tries to use her fame to
raise awareness for good causes, including donations to Greenpeace with the money her father pays her to take
princess lessons from her grandmother. Between the tenth and eleventh books, Mia goes to college and
establishes a youth community center. As a young woman, she married Prince Rupert Renaldo and had two
sons. She speaks French most of the time, but she can also speak English. She is almost always accompanied
by her miniature poodle, Rommel, who is notable for having a severe case of OCD that causes him to lick his
own fur off. She smokes often and enjoys drinking sidecars. She is not hesitant about lying or manipulating
others in order to get her own way. Clarisse is concerned with attracting publicity to Genovia and ensuring
Mia does not embarrass her country while Mia prefers to focus on politics. For example, when Clarisse was
married to the king of Genovia, she led him to believe that she was only interested in his status and money and
never once said "I love you", in order to keep her husband on his toes. While in New York to give Mia her
princess lessons, the dowager princess resided in the Plaza Hotel, and was dissatisfied with other quality
luxury hotels she was placed in during Princess On the Brink, when the Plaza was being remodeled. By the
end of the series, her TV show is picked up by a network and is apparently very popular in South Korea. Mia
was initially afraid to share her crush on Michael with Lilly, but in fact, Lilly was one of the conspirators who
helped Mia and Michael get together in Princess in Love. Reynolds, and Kenny Showalter. In Party Princess ,
Lilly hooks up with J. Lilly becomes angry at Mia when she finds out that Mia kissed J. The girls make up and
become best friends again; they are still close by the events of Royal Wedding, with Lilly now attending
Columbia Law School. Mia states that she has been in love with Michael since the day he came over to give
Lilly a school project when they were in the first grade and he was in the fourth. From the end of the first book
to the third, Mia has an unrequited crush on Michael, which he finally reciprocates in Princess in Love. Mia
proposes sex in order to keep him from leaving, but is upset to find out that he slept with Judith Gershner
before they began dating, and the two break up. Michael believes Mia is overreacting and attempts to reconcile
with her before leaving for Japan, but is hurt to find her sharing a kiss with J. Mia attempts to reunite and work
out the distance situation but Michael decides that it is best they remain "just friends" and they begin a regular
email correspondence. When Michael returns from Japan after an absence of almost two years, he flirts with
Mia during her interview for the school paper. Mia notices that Michael still looks incredibly hot and realises
that she does still, indeed, love him. The two eventually kiss, despite Mia having a boyfriend, and Michael
declares that he still loves Mia and will wait for her. Michael has brown eyes and thick, dark hair and is tall.
He is extremely handsome, nice, funny, smart, and manly, despite staying cooped up writing songs or on his
computer the whole day. Mia insists that he is the third best-looking guy at AEHS after Josh Richter and Justin
Baxendale and describes his nose as aquiline , mouth as "eminently kissable", and neck as aromatic due to an
intoxicating blend of Tide from his shirt collar, his Gillette shaving foam, and Ivory soap. Michael is described
as romantic and talented. Though he often clashes with his younger sister, Michael and Lilly are in fact close
siblings and friends. He used to run his own webzine ,Crackhead, but had to disband it after an editorial stating
the merits of Linux over Windows, which caused a loss of advertisers and funds. Shortly after this, Michael
starts a band called Skinner Box a name suggested by Mia with a few friends, including Boris Pelkowski.
Michael loves Mia just as she is, though her neurotic behavior and insecurity frustrate him. In fact, Michael is
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the one who often feels insecure in their relationship, because he knows Grandmere does not think he is an
appropriate consort, and all the gossip magazines would much rather prefer to see Mia date a fellow royal or
celebrity like James Franco or as Mamaw suggests Zac Efron. He moves to Japan to develop the CardioArm
for this reason, believing it would prove to the world that he is, in fact, worthy of dating a princess. Mia
realizes that she is still in love with Michael, but tries to convince herself otherwise. Oh my God, though, I
love Michael so much. P using her and lying to her, she and Michael reunite, spending the night together.
Secondary characters[ edit ] Lars van der Hooten: He voices his mind in a way that is annoying when he
thinks Mia is being particularly ridiculous, but goes along with her schemes anyway. He also turns a blind eye
to Mia and Michael when they make out, for which Mia is grateful. Tina constantly reads romance novels ,
making Mia consider her an expert in romance. Though prone to imaginative flights of fancy and often a little
silly, Tina can be extremely acute about both academic and social matters. She is very loyal to Mia, who often
consults her for sensitive advice rather than the harsher Lilly. Tina also believes that she must remain pure,
because she dreams that one day she will marry Prince William , and to do so, she must remain a virgin,
though she admits to having slept with Boris by Forever Princess. She becomes a medical student at New
York University , and has broken up with Boris by the beginning of book eleven, though they eventually get
back together. She clearly wants the best for her daughter and is very carefree. He plays the drums, which
annoys the neighbors. Mia grows to appreciate his after-school algebra review sessions, and though their
relationship begins awkwardly, Mia and Mr. G seem to get along well after the seventh installment. He passes
away from a heart attack before the eleventh book, and Mia names her community center after him. They
grow closer in book nine, with shared interests in musicals and writing, and begin dating after he confesses his
love for Mia. They break up in the last book when Mia finds out that he used her to further his playwriting
career, and lied about saving his virginity for her. By Royal Wedding, he is an unsuccessful screenwriter and
novelist, and continues attempting to reconcile with Mia. Michael later discovers that he is
RoyalRabbleRouser - an Internet blogger posting vicious comments about Mia - and has him reported to
Interpol. His habits include tucking his sweater into his pants, breathing through his mouth, and playing the
violin in Gifted and Talented class, when everyone else wants him to be quiet. After Lilly dumps him, he starts
dating Tina Hakim Baba. Boris is a "say it like it is or say nothing at all" sort of guy. He is on the crew team
and is co- valedictorian. Mia describes him as the most attractive boy in school; he is very tall and muscular
and has "electric" blue eyes. At the end of the first book, Josh takes Mia to the Cultural Diversity Dance,
where he kisses her on the entrance steps of her school. Realizing that he used her to enter the media spotlight,
Mia dumps him afterwards and tries to avoid him, even though this is difficult because of their adjacent
lockers. A popular junior cheerleader with long blonde hair, a peaches-and-cream complexion, baby blue eyes
and a voluptuous figure. She dates Josh Richter from the start of the series until the summer break between the
fifth and sixth books, when they split up after he goes to college. Lana has a younger sister, Gretchen, who
starts at AEHS in book eight and has a very similar personality. After she joins the cheerleaders, Lana claims
that the African-American Shameeka was put on the team to "fill our freak quota". In book eleven, Mia
mentions that she now works in marketing for Vera Wang. Mia thinks she is very pretty; in the first book, she
is apparently asked out seven times. She concentrates more on academic matters rather than things such as
prom and dating, though Mia likes her despite her nerdiness. In the tenth book, she goes to prom with Perin,
and they become a couple by the eleventh book. Clarisse tries to fix them up, but fails because of their mutual
lack of interest. He is described as devilishly handsome; Mia notes that he has a "impressing" six-pack,
accentuated by the tiny Speedos he enjoys wearing on the beach. After being deposed from his ancestral
palace, which is bought by a shoe designer, Rene resides at the Palais de Genovia. Nevertheless, they keep in
touch, and are portrayed in the second novel as perfect stereotypes of the "small-town" American lifestyle.
Helen tries to contact them as little as possible, due to their disapproval of her decision to keep Mia and her
liberal upbringing. Mia thinks they are in love, but he merely confesses to Lilly his secret desire to become a
model, and Lilly helps him sign up with Elite Model Agency and land a contract with Calvin Klein. His
Hoosier drawl then disappears. From then on, he stays in New York and becomes a famous underwear model.
Kenny is good at biology and chemistry, and a fan of anime. He wants to discover a cure for cancer when he
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becomes older. It is hinted that his feelings for Mia are still romantic even after they break up. In book six, he
pretends to have a "perfect" girlfriend named Heather, but later admits that he invented her to make Mia
jealous. Kenny later forms a much more requited and equal relationship with Lilly, who is more similar to him
than Mia is, and they end up going to Columbia together. Like Mia, Kenny is tall, blond and skinny, and Mia
thinks he is pretty cute, but finds the idea of kissing him revolting. A new student at AEHS introduced in book
six. In book ten, it is implied that Perin and Ling Su are romantically involved with each other, though this is
not confirmed until the eleventh book, when they are shown running the Frank Gianini Community Center
with Mia. Harding once made her cry over her isoceles triangles. A friend of Michael, whom Mia suspects of
having romantic feelings for him. She is known for being able to clone fruit flies. Tina thinks she is very
pretty, comparing her to Maggie Gyllenhaal , and often comments on her clothes, but turns against her after
giving her a B in English. Mia is incredibly over-protective of him, so much that Helen seems to be irritated
that Mia thinks her mother is incapable of raising her second child. Lilly has also expressed that she thinks
Mia is over-protective of him, repeatedly calling her a baby-licker in book six. Rocky is very cute but slightly
overweight. In the tenth book, it is revealed that he becomes a famous fashion designer, and even has a line of
jeans in Walmart. Ruth and Morty Moscovitz:
Chapter 2 : Princess in the Spotlight (Princess Diaries, book 2) by Meg Cabot
The Princess Diaries Volume II: Princess in the Spotlight, released in the United Kingdom as Princess Diaries: Take
Two, is the second book in the series The Princess Diaries by Meg Cabot and was published in

Chapter 3 : Princess Diaries Series - How many have you read?
The second book in the #1 New York Times bestselling Princess Diaries series by Meg Cabot.. Just when Mia thought
she had the whole princess thing under control, things get out of hand, fast.

Chapter 4 : Mia Thermopolis | The Princess Diaries Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Meg Cabot is a #1 New York Times bestselling author of books for both adults and teens. She received her BA from
Indiana University and worked as an assistant residence hall director at New York University.

Chapter 5 : Princess in the Spotlight (The Princess Diaries, #2) by Meg Cabot
The fourth volume in the popular Princess Diaries series. Mia Thermopolis, the year-old princess of tiny Genovia, is
having a hard time adjusting to life as a royal.

Chapter 6 : The Princess Diaries, Volume II: Princess in the Spotlight - Wikipedia
Will there be any new Princess Diaries Books? - Yes! From the Notebooks of a Middle School Princess will be published
in May (USA and Canada) and Royal Wedding (Princess Diaries IX) will be published in June of

Chapter 7 : The Princess Diaries - Wikipedia
Read "The Princess Diaries, Volume II: Princess in the Spotlight" by Meg Cabot with Rakuten Kobo. The second book in
the #1 New York Times bestselling Princess Diaries series by Meg Cabot.

Chapter 8 : The Princess Diaries Series
Princess in the Spotlight (Princess Diaries Series #2) by Meg Cabot The second book in the #1 New York Times
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bestselling Princess Diaries series by Meg Cabot. Just when Mia thought she had the whole princess thing under
control, things get out of hand, fast.

Chapter 9 : PRINCESS IN THE SPOTLIGHT-BY MEG CABOT-THE PRINCESS DIARIES-VOLUME II | eB
The Princess Diaries' Princess Amelia Mignonette Grimaldi Thermopolis Renaldo has a life most can only dream of.
Now read in her own words the (fictional) story of a real American princess. Now read in her own words the (fictional)
story of a real American princess.
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